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Abstract Working and doing activities often leave someone busy with no time to do other work, such as cooking rice. Cooking 

rice is easy, but due to time constraints often make someone not have time to do it. This is because to cook rice in the commonly 

used rice cooker must be done manually. Starting from pouring rice into the pan, measuring the composition of rice and water 

accordingly, to pressing the warm mode button to cook button. So, to cook rice, users must spend time on the sidelines of work or 

activities. Based on these problems, it is necessary to design a new system on rice cookers. A system that combines rice cookers, 

rice storage, and gallons of water in one device. In addition to the new system that was designed, all preparations for cooking rice 

which previously had to be done manually can now be done automatically which is entirely controlled using a smartphone via the 

application. The result of this final project is the percentage of the average accuracy of the load cell sensor in calculating the mass 

of rice that enters the rice cooker which is 97,22% with an average percentage error of 1,41%. The average accuracy of the 

flowmeter sensor in calculating the volume of water that enters the rice cooker is 97.76% and the average error is 0.97%. The 

average time needed for sending data from the application to the automation system is 253 ms. 

 
 

Index Terms—Rice Cooker, Load Cell Sensor, Flow Meter, Internet of Things 

 

I. INTRODUCTION1 

Working and doing activities often leaves someone busy 

with no time to do other work, such as cooking rice. Cooking 

rice is easy, but due to time constraints often make someone 

not have time to do it. This is because to cook rice in the 

commonly used rice cooker must be done manually. Starting 

from pouring rice into the pan, measuring the composition of 

rice and water accordingly, to pressing the warm mode 

button to cook button. So, to cook rice, users must  

 

spend time on the sidelines of work or activities.  

In previous studies, an innovative smart rice cooker was 

conducted using the Wi-Fi communication protocol and the 

MQTT message exchange protocol with the automatic filling 

of rice and water [1]. But the innovation of the smart rice 

cooker still has limitations, namely the open and close 

system of the rice cooker, the choice of the amount of rice 

that can be cooked is limited, and also the user still has to 

manually put rice into the rice cooker from the storage 

 

 
 

container 

Based on the existing problems, a new system in the rice 

cooker is needed. A system that combines rice cookers, rice 

luggage, and gallons of water in one device. Also, the new 

system designed all preparations for cooking rice which 

previously had to be done manually can now be done 

automatically, which is entirely controlled using a 

smartphone via the application. 

So that with the new system, it is expected to provide 

convenience to users. Because users can cook rice without 

having to do it manually again, but just enough to use the 

application on a smartphone. Also, users can cook rice on the 

sidelines of activities or work from anywhere without time 

or distance constraints. 

II. METHOD & COMPONENT 

2.1 Mass 

Mass is the amount of material contained in an object and 

is constant or unchanging. The basic unit of SI for mass is 
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kilograms (kg). The sensor that can be used in these 

measurements is a load cell sensor [2]. 

2.2 Density 

There are various methods for measuring mass. One 

method that can be used to calculate rice mass is through 

volume calculation with a density of 753 kg/𝑚3, according 

to equation (1). 

𝜌 =   
𝑚

𝑣
 

2.3 Hall Effect 

The Hall effect is the phenomenon of the flow of charge 

on a metal chip placed in a magnetic field. The deflection of 

charge flow causes potential differences between the sides of 

the chip called Hall potential. The Hall effect on metal chips 

arises because of the interaction of charges (electrons) that 

move with the magnetic field. The load has a Lorentz force 

F = q (v × B) which causes the charge to be deflected [3].  

2.4 Strain Gauge 

A strain gauge is a thin band of conductors that will rise 

their electrical resistance when stretched (positive 

strain/tension stress) and down when constricted (negative 

strain / compressive stress) [4]. This is because in the strain 

gauge there is a lattice that will change its resistance when 

under load. When given a load, the strain gauge lattice will 

shrink (compressed) causing the cable inside the strain gauge 

to be shorter and the lattice to be wider, so the resistance 

value decreases. Meanwhile, if not exposed to the load, the 

strain gauge will stretch (tension) causing the cable inside the 

strain gauge will be longer and the lattice will be narrower, 

so the resistance value will increase according to the 

equation (2). 

𝑅 = 𝜌
𝑙

𝐴
 

2.5 Load Cell Sensor 

Load Cell Sensor is a sensor in which there is a strain 

gauge to change the load or force acting into an electronic 

signal [5]. This electronic signal can be either a voltage 

change or a current change depending on the type of load cell 

used. The load cell sensor in this system is used to count the 

rice that has entered the rice cooker. 

2.6 Flow Meter 

Flowmeter is a tool to measure the amount of flow rate of 

water from a fluid flowing in a pipe or open connection. This 

tool consists of the main device, which is referred to as the 

main tool and secondary aids. Flowmeter generally consists 

of two parts, namely the main tool and secondary aids. Flow 

meters are used in this system to measure the volume of 

water that has entered the rice cooker 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND RESULT 

3.1  System Mechanical Design 

The system framework is 71 cm long, 39 cm wide, and 

96 cm high. The framework is divided into 4 parts, as 

follows. 

 
Fig 1. Framework design 

1. Rice storage that can save ± 13 kg of rice. 

2. Storage of several components related to system 

electronics.  

3. Rice cooker with a 2-liter capacity, linear 

actuator, flow meter, and load cell sensor. 

4. Place gallons of water with a 19-liter volume. 

The material used to make the framework is aluminum 

hollow with a length of 2 cm and a width of 2 cm with a 

thickness of 0.4 mm. The choice of hollow aluminum is due 

to its light mass but has resistance in supporting heavy 

objects. In the framework that is made given the addition of 

4 wheels in each leg, which is useful to facilitate the process 

of mobilization if you want to be moved. In the rice cooker 

section, there is a sliding feature, it is intended that the user 

can easily pull out the rice cooker.  

3.2 Load Cell Sensor Placement 

 
Fig 2. Load Cell Placement 
 

 load cell sensor is an important component in this system. 

Load cell functions to measure the amount of rice in the rice 

cooker, it takes high accuracy of the load cell so the system 

can work well. So in the sensor placement design, the load 

cell sensor is placed in a frame in the form of the letter H or 

commonly called the H scale frame. It is intended that the 

load cell can hold and measure the mass of the rice cooker as 

a whole because by using this framework the mass of the rice 

cooker can be measured accurately on all sides. The load cell 

sensor is placed in the middle of the framework bolts on both 

sides, so as not to change position. The material used for the 

skeleton is a 2 mm thick hollow iron equipped with an iron 

plate to cover the 20 mm thick frame. The framework has a 

length of 26 cm, width 26 cm, and night 5 cmApplicationn 

Design 
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3.3 Aplication Design 

 

The application on a 

system that is designed is the most important thing so that the 

automation system designed can operate. Application 

designed based on Android and connected to the database. 

So that all user activities when using this application are all 

stored in a database such as a history of cooking rice that has 

been done. The application is designed called "Nyangu", the 

application consists of two layers, on the first layer there is 

an option to check the availability of water and the 

availability of rice in realtime The placement feature checks 

the availability of rice and water on the first layer so that 

before cooking rice the user knows in advance the 

availability of rice and water contained in the system. While 

on the second layer there is a rice cooker logo as a button to 

cook with a choice of the number of cups from 2 cups - 9 

cups, then there is a history of cooking that has been done, 

estimated cooking time required, check the internet 

connection and on-off button from the rice cooker. 

3.4  Data Transmission Design 

 

 

So that the system can run the command IoT, 2 

microcontrollers are used. The first microcontroller is ESP 

8266, ESP 8266 functions as a WIFI module or an 

intermediary between the user and the system that will 

receive all commands from the user's mobile phone. Three 

orders can be received and sent ESP 8226 to the slave, 

namely cooking rice, checking the availability of rice, and 

checking the availability of water. All command data 

received by ESP 8266 will then be sent to Arduino Mega 

2560 (slave). Arduino Mega 2560 which is the second 

microcontroller as the brain of the system that will run all the 

commands requested by the user. Data transmission 

communication between ESP 8266 and Arduino Mega uses 

UART serial communication [6]. UART type serial 

communication was chosen because it is easy in the 

operating system, the use of a small path, and between the 

master and slave can send data to each other. So that it 

supports the performance of all the required features, such as 

the process of checking the availability of rice and water. 

The commands sent by the user on the android 

application will go to the MCU Node in the form of char data, 

the char will then be sent to Arduino Mega 2560. Data in the 

form of char received by Arduino Mega 2560 will then be 

sorted according to the cooking orders the user wants. The 

char will be compared with a list of commands for cooking 

in the Arduino program [7][8]. If after the char is compared 

to the list of cooking commands from 2 cups - 9 cups there 

are similarities, then the execution of the program for 

cooking will immediately be run by the system 

3.5  System Realization 

 

 

The picture above is a tool that has been made. The tool 

that is made has full control using the android application. in 

the left picture is the whole tool, while in the right picture is 

the storage area for rice and electronic components. 

3.6  Sensor Testing 

Sensor testing aims to determine and calculate the 

percentage of errors, the percentage of average errors, and 

the percentage of accuracy of the sensors used in the system. 

To calculate and find the percentage of errors on the sensor, 

the equation is used. 

% 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
× 100% 

To calculate and find the average percentage error on 

the sensor, the equation is used 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  
𝛴 | 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 |

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡
 

To calculate and find the percentage of accuracy on the 

sensor, the equation is used. 

% 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 100% − %| 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 | 

3.7  Testing of Load Cell Sensor and Flow Meter 

The next test is testing the accuracy of the load cell 

sensor and flow meter on the system that has been designed. 

The test scheme is 

carried out by 

Fig 3. Aplication Display 

Fig 5. System Realization 

Fig 4. Data Transmission 

Figure 8. The Graph of Accuracy Load Cell Sensor 

(3) 
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simulating the process of cooking rice from 2-9 cups, for 

each cup carried out 5 × testings with orders that are run from 

the Nyangu application, when the rice and water come out 

will be accommodated separately. So that after the rice enters 

the rice cooker, the rice and water can be removed again to 

be weighed using a digital scale so that the accuracy of the 

load cell and flow meter in the system can be known. 

This test only takes samples when filling 2 cups of rice 

(300 grams of rice and 600 ml of water) with each test of 5 

times. 

 

 
 

Fig 6. Chart of 300 g rice test result 

The results of tests that have been carried out as shown in 

Figure 6, obtained an accuracy of 98,67% with an average 

error of 0,80%. 

 

 

Figure 7. Chart of 600 ml water test result 

The results of tests that have been carried out as shown in 

Figure 7, obtained an accuracy of 99% with an average error 

of 0,27%. 

 

From the tests that have been carried out starting from 2 

to 9 cups, the highest percentage of accuracy produced is 

99.22% when testing 6 cups. As for the lowest accuracy 

percentage produced 95.70% when testing 9 cups. From the 

average percentage of accuracy generated overall, the 

resulting is 97.22%. Then for the average overall error 

generated is 1.41%. With the percentage value of accuracy 

and error generated, the load cell sensor can work well due 

to high accuracy, so that the implementation of the load cell 

sensor is right on the system made. With this result, the mass 

of rice released can be close to or equal to the mass that has 

been determined, so that the ratio of 1: 2 between rice and 

water can be met. 

 

 

3.7  Testing Application Features 

Application testing aims to determine whether the 

application can give commands to the system, then the 

system can run commands properly according to the features 

contained therein. The first feature tested in the application 

is the cooking feature of 2 cups - 9 cups. Then for the second 

feature tested is the feature of turning off and turning on the 

rice cooker using the application. The results of the first test 

conducted in the Table 1. 
 

TABLE I 

TESTING APPLICATION FEATURES FOR COOKING RICE 

No. 
Command From The 

Application 
Execution by The System 

1 2 Cups Success 
2 3 Cups Success 
3 4 Cups Success 
4 5 Cups Success 
5 6 Cups Success 
6 7 Cups Success 
7 8 Cups Success 

8 9 Cups Success 

 

The next feature test is to turn on and turn off the rice cooker 

using the application, the test results obtained in the Table 2. 

Turn on and turn off the rice cooker using the application can 

work well. From 30 × attempts to turn on the rice cooker 

using the application, the system reliability reached 96.6% 

with only 1 × data failing. Whereas for 30 × attempts to turn 

off rice cookers using the application, the system reliability 

reached 100% with 0 × data failing. Then the average time 

needed for the application to send data to the system until the 

system runs the command is 253 ms. So that the application 

has been made to meet the target, both in terms of features 

and data delivery time. 

 
TABLE II 

TESTING APPLICATION FEATURE FOR ON-OFF RICE COOKER 

No. 
Command From The 

Application 
Condition of Rice Cooker 

1 ON ON 
2 OFF OFF 
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TABLE III 

DATA DELIVERY DELAY TESTING 

Menu Data Size (Bytes) 
30 × Data Sending 

Average Delay (ms) 
2 Cups 44 215 

3 Cups 44 252 

4 Cups 44 206 

5 Cups 44 258 

6 Cups 44 255 

7 Cups 44 232 

8 Cups 44 240 

9 Cups 44 221 

Average Overall Delay (ms) 235 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The automation system added to the rice cooker has 

succeeded in automatically filling rice and water with a ratio 

of ± 1:2, turning on the rice cooker when starting cooking, , 

and can turn on and turn off the rice cooker which is entirely 

controlled using the IoT-based android application on the 

smartphone.  
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